Submarine groundwater discharge in Northern Monterey Bay, California: Evaluation by mixing and mass balance models
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A B S T R A C T

Monterey Bay, California (CA) receives nutrients from multiple sources, including river discharge, upwelling of deep water, and submarine groundwater discharge (SGD). Here we evaluate the relative importance of these sources to Northern Monterey Bay with a mixing model that integrates radium isotopes (224Ra, 223Ra, 228Ra) and nutrient concentrations (SiO4, NO3, and PO4). We also apply a radium isotope based mass balance model to determine SGD and associated nutrient fluxes to Monterey Bay at four sites. Our findings indicate that SGD is a relatively consistent source of nutrients across locations and seasons to Northern Monterey Bay, with fluid input on the order of 10–50 L min−1 m−2 of coastline, and the greatest impact of SGD fluxes is close to shore. In contrast, nutrient inputs from rivers and upwelling are more variable spatially and temporally. SGD nutrient fluxes are lower where seawater intrusion into coastal aquifers may limit flow of nutrient-rich meteoric groundwater into the coastal ocean.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) can be an important source of nutrients and other groundwater constituents to coastal ecosystems across the globe, particularly in areas where runoff, rivers, and other nutrient sources are minimal (Shellenberger et al., 2006; Street et al., 2008; Kroeger and Charette, 2008; Knee and Paytan, 2011). SGD can be fresh meteoric groundwater or seawater that has entered the coastal aquifer through tide and wave action and is subsequently discharged back to the ocean (Knee and Paytan, 2011; Moore, 2006). In California (CA), SGD has been found to range from 6 to 43 L min−1 m−2 of shore at Stinson Beach, 4 to 9 L min−1 m−2 of shore at Huntington Beach, and <1 to 21 L min−2 m−1 of shore in San Francisco Bay (Boehm et al., 2006; de Sieyes et al., 2011; Null et al., 2012). In these locations, SGD is a source of nutrients to the coastal ocean water, although its importance relative to other nutrient sources is unclear. Most of the SGD at these sites is recirculated seawater (Boehm et al., 2006; de Sieyes et al., 2011; Null et al., 2012).

No previous studies have evaluated the role of SGD as a source of nutrients to large open bays with natural nutrient inputs from upwelling processes, typical of Eastern Boundary Current Systems. We address this gap by quantifying the influence that SGD has on nutrient loading at a site where other nutrient sources to the coastal ocean (upwelling, deep mixing, rivers, runoff) are prevalent and well-studied. We use a mixing model to determine the area of influence of SGD and other nutrient sources to the coastal ocean, and a mass balance model to determine the nutrient loads from SGD.

Monterey Bay, CA lies within a national marine sanctuary and is characterized by a strong seasonal cycle with respect to nutrient and water sources. The major nutrient sources to Northern Monterey Bay (NMB) are upwelling of deep nutrient-rich water, deep mixing, river discharge, and runoff that is largely entrained in rivers (Breakey and Broenkow, 1994; Pennington and Chavez, 2000). Upwelling around NMB, which is largely governed by the intensity of off-shore winds, is strongest from March to August (Graham and Largier, 1997). However, the input of deep water in Monterey Canyon (central Monterey Bay) is more complex and can occur anytime of the year (Shea and Broenkow, 1982). The rainy season in Monterey Bay typically extends from October to April, and largely governs river flow into NMB, although a small amount of base flow (groundwater discharge to streams) may occur year round (Hanson, 2003). During the late summer many rivers that discharge into the NMB develop berms at their mouths, limiting exchange between the rivers and the bay. A companion study of one coastal site in NMB showed that SGD contributes to the nutrient load in this area throughout the year, and that nutrient loading through SGD can overcome nutrient limitation, increasing phytoplankton growth (Lecher et al., 2015b). Here we employ naturally occurring tracers to calculate the SGD flux at multiple sites in NMB using mixing and mass balance models; we also compare this flux to other nutrient sources to the surface water of the bay during different seasons. Radium (Ra) has four commonly used isotopes, 224Ra, 223Ra, 228Ra, and 226Ra, with half-lives of 3.5 days, 11.5 days, 57 years, and 1600 years, respectively. Radium concentration is measured by way of...
its decay to daughter isotopes. Therefore it is most commonly denoted by units of activity, disintegrations per minute (dpm) or Becquerels (Bq), per some volume of water. Brackish and saline groundwater are enriched in radium relative to seawater. River water, particularly if fed by groundwater base flow, can also be enriched compared to seawater (Moore and Krest, 2004). The enrichment is the result of interactions between groundwater and the aquifer substrate, in which radium is generated from the decay of parent isotopes and ultimately the origin isotopes of their decay series ($^{226}\text{U}$ for $^{226}\text{Ra}$, $^{232}\text{Th}$ for $^{228}\text{Ra}$ and $^{224}\text{Ra}$, and $^{235}\text{U}$ for $^{223}\text{Ra}$). This radium enrichment of brackish and saline groundwater makes radium a good natural tracer for submarine groundwater discharge (Moore, 1999).

2. Methods

2.1. Study site

Four sites in and around NMB were chosen for sampling as part of this study (Fig. 1). Three of the sites (listed in order north to south) Seabright Beach (SB, 36° 57.796′ N, 122° 0.524′ W), Rio Del Mar Beach (RDM, 36° 58.049′ N, 121° 54.291′ W), and Sunset Beach (SS, 36° 52.790′ N, 121° 49.685′ W) were located within NMB, whereas Salinas River Beach (SA, 36° 47.460′ N, 121° 47.594′ W) is located at the mouth of Elkhorn Slough, just south of NMB. Streams discharge into NMB near three of the study sites. The San Lorenzo River discharges into Monterey Bay at SB, Aptos Creek discharges at RDM, and Elkhorn Slough, which is connected to Carneros Creek, discharges ~1 km north of SA.

2.2. General sampling methods

Discrete seawater, groundwater, and river water samples were collected at each site, at the end of the wet season, herein referred to as “spring” (April–June 2012), and at the end of the dry season, herein referred to as “fall” (September–October 2012). Groundwater (which from here on refers to the fluid drawn from the coastal aquifer, the beach face where meteoric groundwater and re-circulated seawater mix) samples were collected from freshly dug pits or temporary PVC well points of a depth < 3 m. Near shore seawater (surf zone) and river water samples were collected by wading. Seawater samples were also collected along transects extending from shore to a common point at the mouth of Monterey Bay (Fig. 1). Ten seawater samples were collected from the surface, and another ten seawater samples taken from 13–18 m below the surface (generally thought to be below the thermocline) from each transect (Kudela and Chavez, 2000; Ryan et al., 2008). Salinity and temperature were recorded with a YSI handheld Pro30.

2.3. Radium activity

Large volume (80–120 L) seawater and river water samples were collected using either submersible pumps or buckets, whereas groundwater samples (volume 13–120 L) were collected using submersible pumps. Sample water was passed through a plastic column containing MnO$_2$-coated acrylic fiber at a rate of <2 L min$^{-1}$ for the collection of Ra isotopes (Moore, 1976). Samples were analyzed at the University of California Santa Cruz on a Radium Delayed Coincidence Counter.
(RaDeCC) for the measurement of $^{223}$Ra and $^{224}$Ra activities within 3 days (Moore and Arnold, 1996; Moore, 2008). The fibers were analyzed on the RaDeCC again 3–5 weeks after the collection for $^{228}$Th ingrowth and correction of $^{224}$Ra. Fibers were run on the RaDeCC 1.5 years after the collection for $^{222}$Ra via the measurement of $^{224}$Ra, a decay product (Moore, 2008; Young et al., 2008). Standards were run on the RaDeCC monthly for efficiency calculation and analytical errors were calculated using established methods (Garcia-Solsona et al., 2008).

2.4. Nutrient concentrations

Nutrient samples were collected contemporaneously with radium samples. Samples were collected in 500 ml acid-cleaned (HCl) HPDE bottles by submersible pump or by submerging the collection bottle in the ocean, river, or groundwater well. Within 24 h of collection, samples were filtered through 0.45 µm filter and frozen until analysis. Samples were analyzed at Oregon State University on a Flow Injection Auto Analyzer (Lachat Instruments Model QuickChec 8000).

2.5. SGD fluxes

SGD fluxes were calculated at each site (following the box model of Lecher et al., 2015a, based originally on Hwang et al., 2005) for steady state flows:

$$223 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 223 \text{Ra}_R = 223 \text{Ra}_{222} + 223 \text{Ra}/\tau \quad (1)$$

$$224 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 224 \text{Ra}_R = 224 \text{Ra}_{224} + 224 \text{Ra}/\tau \quad (2)$$

$$228 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 228 \text{Ra}_R = 228 \text{Ra}_{228} + 228 \text{Ra}/\tau \quad (3)$$

$223 \text{Ra}_R$, $224 \text{Ra}_R$, $228 \text{Ra}_R$, $223 \text{Ra}$, $224 \text{Ra}$, and $228 \text{Ra}$ represent the activities (dpm 100 L$^{-1}$) in groundwater (of the coastal aquifer) and river water of each isotope. $223 \text{Ra}_{222}$, $224 \text{Ra}_{224}$, and $228 \text{Ra}_{228}$ represent the total activity (dpm) in the coastal box for each isotope, $223 \text{Ra}$, $224 \text{Ra}$, and $228 \text{Ra}$ represent the excess (above background) activity (dpm) in each box for each isotope, $\lambda_{223}$, $\lambda_{224}$, and $\lambda_{228}$ represent the decay constants (day$^{-1}$) of each isotope, and $\tau$ represents the residence time (days) of water in the box at that site. We assume that steady state conditions apply for each sampling period, 2–3 days for each transect, based on the observation that groundwater levels, ocean current conditions, and tide magnitude do not change much over each sampling period or even each season in which sampling occurred (i.e. spring or fall), and the depth of the mixed layer to be 4 m as has been previously established (Hanson, 2003; Kudela and Chavez, 2000; Ryan et al., 2008).

SGD and R represent the volume fluxes of SGD and river water to each box (at each site). The flux within each box is normalized to 1 m of shoreline. While SGD is assumed to directly discharge into the box, R represents the flux of river water to that segment of shoreline, either directly or from currents carrying river water from another section of shoreline. Thus R is the contribution of river water to the box, not river discharge. SGD fluxes were calculated at each site using site-specific groundwater and river water radium activities, except for SS, where the activities of the Salinas River were used for the river water, as the Salinas River discharges nearest to SS. The distance that each box extends from shore was determined by excess radium activity. Total radium activity of the box at each site was determined by fitting a curve to the radium activity (y-axis) of each isotope vs. distance from shore (x-axis) and integrating the equation.

Eqs. (1) to (3) were rearranged to isolate unknown terms and generate a matrix equation of the form $Ax = b$ where A is observed radium activities in the groundwater, river water, and each ocean box, x is a vector of unknown terms (SGD, R, and $\tau$), and b is a vector of known terms (the product of activity and the radioactive decay constant of radium isotopes in each ocean box).

To fill the matrix A and vector b, the distributions of the ocean and groundwater data sets for each site were determined using the chi-squared test for continuous distributions ($\alpha = 0.05$) against uniform, Gaussian, log-normal, and exponential distributions. We used the distribution of each data set and a pseudo-random number generator to create $10^6$ artificial data sets and solve for the unknown vector x. Non-real solutions were avoided by adding negative signs to sink terms in matrix A, and forcing positive solutions using nonnegative least-squares approach (Lawson and Hanson, 1995). Results for vector x were aggregated, median values were computed for discharge, and standard error of model runs were computed to estimate error. This method of modeling end-member distributions and calculating results for many synthetic data sets drawn from these distributions avoids having to assign a single value for each end member (e.g., end-member median or mean), allowing us to estimate the uncertainty in the mixing terms (Knee et al., 2011).

2.6. Mixing model

We used a linear mixing model (following Moore, 2003; Moore et al., 2006; Young et al., 2008) to ascertain the relative contribution of different nutrient source waters to the surface waters of NMB. End member source waters were defined as groundwater (representing the SGD end-member of the coastal aquifer), deep (sub-thermocline) water, river water, and surficial ocean water advected from elsewhere:

$$224 \text{Ra}_G + 224 \text{Ra}_C + 224 \text{Ra}_D = 224 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 224 \text{Ra}_{224}$$

$$223 \text{Ra}_G + 223 \text{Ra}_C + 223 \text{Ra}_D = 223 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 223 \text{Ra}_{223}$$

$$228 \text{Ra}_G + 228 \text{Ra}_C + 228 \text{Ra}_D = 228 \text{Ra}_{SGD} + 228 \text{Ra}_{228}$$

$$S_\text{GRa} + S_\text{PRa} + S_\text{SRa} = S_I$$

$$N_\text{GRa} + N_\text{PRa} + N_\text{SRa} = N_I$$

$$P_\text{GRa} + P_\text{PRa} + P_\text{SRa} = P_I$$

$$\omega + \phi + \epsilon + \zeta = 1$$

$$\phi, \epsilon, \text{and } \zeta$$ represent the fractions of groundwater, deep water, river water, and advected surface ocean water at each surface sampling location (the unknowns) in each transect respectively. $224 \text{Ra}_G$, $223 \text{Ra}_G$, $228 \text{Ra}_G$, $224 \text{Ra}$, $223 \text{Ra}$, and $228 \text{Ra}$ are radium activities (dpm 100 L$^{-1}$), $S_I$, $N_I$, and $P_I$ are SiO$_2$, NO$_3$, and PO$_4$ concentrations (µmol L$^{-1}$), and $X = G$ for groundwater, $D$ for deep water, $R$ for river water, and $I$ for NMB surface water at each point in each transect. Eqs. (4)–(9) were solved simultaneously for each of the 10 sampling locations for each transect (Fig. 1), plus the near shore surf zone, with an algorithm that ensures non-negative solutions (Lawson and Hanson, 1995). Then Eq. (10) was solved to determine the fraction of surficial ocean water advected from elsewhere, which has unknown radium activities and nutrient concentrations. Statistical significance was determined between the end-member constituent activities/concentrations using ANOVA. Only consistently significant constituents were used in the mixing model.

3. Results

3.1. Transect observations

Box plots of observed radium activity and nutrient concentrations in groundwater, deep ocean water, river water, and surficial ocean water are shown for all sites in Fig. 2. Radium activities are highest in groundwater, followed by river water, then surface ocean water, and lowest in
statistically significant using ANOVA (Table 1). Large F-values indicate the variability between the means for each sample type (groundwater, river water, surface water, deep water) in each season (Fig. 2) is high relative to the variability within each sample type (e.g., within all groundwater samples) for each season. p-Values are a measure of the probability that the means of each sample type are the same. Small p-values (p < 0.01) indicate that the difference in the means for each sample type is highly significant. The ANOVA results of all radium isotope activities and NO3, SiO4, and PO4 concentrations for both seasons have extremely small p-values (Table 1); hence each solute's end-member averages are significantly different. NH4 concentrations are similar across all sample types for each season, and the ANOVA results show p > 0.01, indicating differences in NH4 concentrations of the end-members are not statistically significant. For this reason, NH4 is not used in the mixing model and is not further discussed.

Radium activities and NO3, SiO4, and PO4 concentrations plotted against distance from shore for the spring and fall for each transect show distinct spatial trends (Fig. 3a). Radium activities are similar in pattern for all isotopes and during both seasons, being the highest close to shore (−30 dpm 100 L⁻¹ for ²²⁴Ra, 0.25–2 dpm 100 L⁻¹ for ²²³Ra, and −5 dpm 100 L⁻¹ for ²²⁸Ra) then decreasing to background levels (near zero) by 5 km from shore. ²²⁸Ra activities remain elevated above background levels beyond 5 km, as do ²²⁴Ra activities for the SS transect.

Patterns in nutrient concentrations with distance from shore vary by transect and season. NO3 concentrations are elevated at the shore (−10 μmol L⁻¹) for both seasons. NO3 concentrations decrease along steep gradients to 0–5 μmol L⁻¹ within 1–5 km from shore. In the spring, NO3 concentrations increase again after 5 km to −20 μmol L⁻¹. SiO4 concentrations are also elevated near shore in both seasons, but SiO4 concentrations are higher in the spring (up to 45 μmol L⁻¹) than in the fall (up to 20 μmol L⁻¹). The highest concentrations of SiO4 near shore are from sites close to rivers. In the spring SiO4 concentrations reach a minimum (near zero) at 1–5 km from shore, but increase again (up to 20 μmol L⁻¹) beyond 5 km from shore, similar to NO3 concentrations. In the fall, SiO4 concentrations decrease beyond 1 km to 0–10 μmol L⁻¹, where concentrations remain for most of the rest of the transect. PO4 concentrations are elevated (0.5–1.5 μmol L⁻¹) close to shore only at transects near rivers. PO4 concentrations reach a near zero minimum for all transects between 0–5 km from shore before increasing again up to 2 μmol L⁻¹ offshore. Temperature and salinity transects show seasonal variations (Fig. 3b). In the spring temperature decreases with distance from shore with a range of 14–16 °C in the near shore and 10–12 °C of shore. Temperature also decreases with distance from shore in the fall, but is about 1 °C warmer close to shore, and follows a shallower temperature gradient than in the spring. Salinity in the spring is more variable than temperature. The near shore of SB and RDM have the lowest salinity of all ocean values at 30–31, whereas the rest of the sampling points have higher salinity (32–33.5). Salinity in the fall for all transects is similar both among sites and within each transect (32.5–33.5). Sites having lower salinity near shore in the spring also tend to have higher SiO4 concentrations (Fig. 3a).

3.2 SGD fluxes

Box plots of groundwater ²²⁴Ra, ²²³Ra, and ²²⁸Ra activities and NO3, SiO4, and PO4 concentrations at each site are shown in Fig. 4. ²²⁴Ra medians (93–160 dpm 100 L⁻¹) are similar across all sites in both seasons except for SA in the fall, which has a median of 272 dpm 100 L⁻¹, and is statistically different from all other groundwater activities (ANOVA, Tukey–Kramer, p < 0.05). Groundwater ²²³Ra in the spring shows medians of 2–6 dpm 100 L⁻¹, with a slight trend (not statistically significant) of increasing activity in the southern sites. In the fall ²²³Ra groundwater activities have higher medians (6–14 dpm 100 L⁻¹) and the SA activities are significantly higher than the other sites. ²²⁸Ra deep water. NO3 concentrations are also highest in groundwater, followed by deep water, then river water, and lowest in surface ocean water. SiO4 concentrations are highest in river water, followed by groundwater, deep water, and finally surface ocean water. PO4 concentrations are highest in groundwater, then river water, then deep water, and then surface ocean water.

These trends are consistent in both the spring and the fall, and the differences between each end-member and surficial ocean water are

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent</th>
<th>Spring F-value</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
<th>Fall F-value</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>76.03</td>
<td>2.18 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>77.80</td>
<td>1.87 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>6.85 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>65.91</td>
<td>7.78 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²⁸Ra</td>
<td>22.86</td>
<td>6.45 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>57.54</td>
<td>4.67 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO3</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>6.90 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>2.01 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO4</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>1.11 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>1.10 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO4</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>1.80 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>82.89</td>
<td>5.10 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Box plots of ²²⁴Ra, ²²³Ra, and ²²⁸Ra activities and NO3, SiO4, PO4, and NH4 concentrations in groundwater (G), river water (R), surficial ocean water (I) and deep water (D) for all transects combined, for the spring (left column) and fall (right column). Units for radium are in dpm 100 L⁻¹ and for nutrients in μmol L⁻¹. The central line is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to outermost non-outlier data points, and x's are outliers. Differences between end members of ²²⁴Ra, ²²³Ra, and ²²⁸Ra activities and NO3, SiO4, and PO4 concentrations are not statistically significant, while differences between NH4 end-member concentrations are not.
medians show a greater range of activities in the fall (4–25 dpm 100 L$^{-1}$) than in the spring (13–18 dpm 100 L$^{-1}$), but the differences are not statistically significant.

Groundwater NO$_3$ concentrations are lower in the spring (6–40 μmol L$^{-1}$) than in the fall (16–145 μmol L$^{-1}$), with the highest values (spring RDM, SB and SS) being statistically different from their fall counterparts. Median groundwater SiO$_4$ concentrations are also generally lower in the spring (11–94 μmol L$^{-1}$) than in the fall (15–106 μmol L$^{-1}$), and SB and RDM are statistically higher than the other sites in both seasons. PO$_4$ median groundwater concentrations like the other nutrients are lower in the spring (2–5 μmol L$^{-1}$) than in the fall (2–7 μmol L$^{-1}$). However only spring values at RDM are statistically different. All nutrient and radium groundwater end-members were normally distributed as per the chi-squared test.

To determine the $^{223}$Ra, $^{224}$Ra, and $^{228}$Ra (total activity of the boxes in Eqs. (1)–(3)) a trend line was fitted to the distribution of $^{224}$Ra, $^{223}$Ra, and $^{228}$Ra with distance from shore (similar to Fig. 3, but with background radium activities subtracted). Equations of the trend lines and their fits are shown in Table 2. All of the equations are of exponential decay form $S = Se^{-ix}$, where $S$ is the radium activity in the surf zone (for example, 128–195 dpm m$^{-3}$ for $^{224}$Ra), $x$ is the distance from shore in m, and $i$ is a constant determined by how radium concentration decreases with distance from shore. Equations in Table 2 were numerically integrated between limits of 0 to 6000 (0 to 6 km from shore) to represent the area where excess radium is observed (defined by where curve intersects x-axis), and $^{223}$Ra, $^{224}$Ra, and $^{228}$Ra calculated. $^{223}$Ra, $^{224}$Ra, $^{228}$Ra, $^{224}$Ra, $^{228}$Ra, and $^{228}$Ra were determined using numerical techniques based on the data distributions, as described in the methods. Results (SGD fluxes, residence times, and river fluxes) of the mass balance model are shown in Fig. 5. Error bars represent the standard deviation of all model results. SGD fluxes (left column) in the spring (top row) were similar at SB, RDM, and SA (8.9 ± 0.2, 9.8 ± 0.1, and 13 ± 1 L min$^{-1}$), with a substantially higher flux at SS (48 ± 4 L min$^{-1}$). In the fall (bottom row), SS also displays the highest flux, slightly higher than in the spring (54.8 ± 0.1 L min$^{-1}$). SB and RDM SGD fluxes are also higher in the fall (18.42 ± 0.04 L min$^{-1}$ and 33.3 ± 0.1 L min$^{-1}$, respectively), but SA SGD fluxes are lower in the fall (1.39 ± 0.8 L min$^{-1}$).

Residence times (middle column) of water in the boxes (the area of excess radium activity, within 6 km of shore) show a wide range (2–179 days) across the sites and seasons. Residence times of water within the SB, SS, and SA boxes in the spring (top row) are similar (24 ± 1, 35 ± 1, and 22 ± 1 days), whereas the residence time of RDM is nearly three times as long (114 ± 1 days). In the fall, (bottom row) SA again has the shortest residence time (2 ± 1 days), whereas SS has the longest residence time (179 ± 1 days), and SB and RDM falling in between (90 ± 1 days and 45 ± 1 days). Residence times represent snapshots of physical conditions at each transect, indicating...
how quickly circulation and water exchange occurred when samples were collected. In the spring river water contributions to each box (normalized to 1 m of shoreline) are similar at SB and RDM (146 ± 7 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹), higher at SS (222 ± 6 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹), and lower at SA (86 ± 3 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹). In the fall, river contributions at SB, RDM, and SS are minimal (0 ± 3 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹). In the fall SA displays the highest river contribution of all calculated at 503 ± 1 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹.

Table 2
Best-fit equations and r² values of the fit for ²²⁴Ra, ²²³Ra, and ²²⁸Ra for each transect, for each season in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Spring Equation</th>
<th>Fall Equation</th>
<th>r²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>137e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>151e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>2.36e – 6e⁻⁴</td>
<td>8.36e – 6e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDM ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>34.9e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>66.3e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>1.60e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>193e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDM ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>3.13e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>11.3e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>3.38e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>95.4e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>128e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>195e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>2.44e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>14.6e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDM ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>9.29e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>77.7e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>16e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>167e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA ²²⁴Ra</td>
<td>4.53e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>9.57e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>²²³Ra</td>
<td>14.6e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>58.1e – 5e⁻⁴</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SGD-associated nutrient fluxes (normalized to 1 m of shoreline, Fig. 6) were calculated by multiplying the NO₃, SiO₄, and PO₄ average groundwater concentrations at each site (bottom three rows in Fig. 4) by the corresponding SGD volume fluxes (first column Fig. 5). NO₃ fluxes (top row) for the spring (left column) are similar across all sites (0.5–1 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹). In the fall (right column), SA NO₃ fluxes are similar to the spring (<1 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), but are higher at SB and RDM (2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹ at both) and SS (9 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹). SGD-associated SiO₄ fluxes (middle row) in the spring are similar for SB and RDM (1–2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), lowest at SA (0.2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), and highest at SS (2.5 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹). SiO₄ fluxes in the fall are generally lower than in the spring, with the lowest flux at SA, as in the spring. SS has the next lowest SiO₄ flux (0.5 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), followed by SB (0.8 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), and the highest at RDM (almost 2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹). SGD-associated PO₄ fluxes (bottom row) are generally lower than NO₃ and SiO₄ fluxes. In the spring (left column) SA and SB have similarly low fluxes (0.05 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹) and RDM and SS have higher fluxes (0.2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹). In the fall, SA has the lowest PO₄ flux (less than 0.05 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), RDM and SS have the highest fluxes (~0.3 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹), and SB falls between the others (0.2 mol m⁻¹ day⁻¹).

3.3. Mixing model

End-member values for the mixing model equations (left hand side Eqs. (4)-(9)) were taken from the mean of data in Fig. 2, and the Monterey Bay surface water values (right hand side Eqs. (4)-(9)) were taken from the data obtained at each location (Fig. 3a). Results of the mixing model show the relative fractions of groundwater, river water, and deep water present in the surface ocean at each sampling point in each transect (Fig. 7a). Here again, groundwater refers to groundwater collected from the beach face with salinities ranging from 0.1 to 33.9 in the spring and 2 to 34.2 in the fall. The contribution of surficial ocean water advected into the transect area (calculated with Eq. (10)), is the largest component at many points, but is not shown to make the other trends easier to see (fractions of all end-members are shown in SI Fig. 2). To test the robustness of the model in the spring, the mixing model was also run using the end-member medians (slightly lower than the means), generating similar results in terms of the relative contributions of end member mixing (SI Fig. 1).

The contribution of groundwater to all transects (in both seasons) is the highest close to shore (10–25%). This relative contribution decreases along a steep gradient with distance from shore, with no contribution beyond 10 km. The contribution of deep water (by upwelling, deep mixing, or any other mechanism) across all sites is greater in the spring (up to 100%) than in the fall (up to 40%). In the spring, deep water contribution generally increases with distance from shore (within our sampling area). This is most robust in the RDM and SS transects where the deep water contribution close to shore is 0% but increases to 100% beyond 10 km. The SA and SB transects show more complex trends in the spring, with deep water influence in patches both in the near shore (<5 km) and offshore (>5 km). In the fall, deep water influence is smallest along the SB transect, with most of the transect influenced by SGD. The SA and SB transects show more complex trends in the spring, with deep water influence in patches both in the near shore (<5 km) and offshore (>5 km). In the fall, deep water contribution is generally lower than in the spring, with the lowest contribution reduced to essentially 0% at distances ≥5 km. Despite larger variability between transects, the deep water contribution in both seasons increases with distance from shore. Deep water contribution is greater in the fall (up to 100%)}
than in the spring when it does not surpass 25%. River water contribution is minimal in the average plots across both transects and seasons.

4. Discussion

The box model calculations (Fig. 5) provide estimates of both the volume flux of SGD to the coastal ocean and the residence time of surface water in different parts of NMB. SGD volume fluxes at all study sites are of the same order of magnitude ($10^{-60}$ L min$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$) with the exception of SA in the fall, which has a much lower flow rate ($5$ L min$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$). SGD volume fluxes at SS are the greatest and are similar across the seasons ($60$ L min$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$). This range is similar to calculated SGD fluxes ($1-43$ L min$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$) at other beaches in California with similar geology and oceanographic conditions as mentioned in the introduction (Boehm et al., 2006; de Sieyes et al., 2011; Null et al., 2012).

The water mass residence times at different locations in the bay are important because rapid exchange and mixing (shorter residence time) will diminish the impact of land-based nutrient loads, whereas longer residence times may allow greater accumulation and internal processing (uptake, transformation). Previous studies have suggested that there are areas of entrainment (long residence time) within parts of Monterey Bay at certain times of the year (Mackey et al., 2012; Ryan et al., 2008, 2009). Our box model calculations suggest a longer residence time in the SS area in the fall (~200 days) compared to the spring (~50 days), perhaps indicative of stratification and pooling. While such a long residence time may seem unrealistic for the natural system, these results are characteristic of conditions at the times and locations of sampling. This means that these calculated residence times could result if there were persistent conditions as observed (wind strength and direction, current strength and direction, presence of an upwelling event or river flush). As wind and currents change day to day, apparent residence times based on these methods would change.

RDM is located north of SS, and the box model suggests a shorter residence time at RDM in the fall (~50 days) compared to that at SS (~200 days). RDM was sampled the week prior to SS, and the pooling of water may not have occurred at RDM yet, leading to a shorter calculated residence time than would have been detected had sampling occurred in the following week at SS. The SGD flux at RDM is higher in the fall (~35 L min$^{-1}$) than in the spring (~10 L min$^{-1}$). The combined effect of this increase in SGD volume flux with the shorter residence time in the fall (~50 days) compared to the spring (~120 days), may lead to a similar influence of SGD across the seasons at RDM.

Previous studies have calculated an average residence time of 6 days in the near shore (4 km–30 m in these studies) of Monterey Bay using heat, nutrient concentrations, and freshwater replacement methods (Broenkow and Smethie, 1978; Graham and Largier, 1997). These studies calculated residence times for a much smaller area (as small as 30 m from shore, compared to 6 km from shore in the present paper), and used different tracers (heat and nutrients). Radium offers advantages as a tracer for residence time because it has only two main sinks, advection and radioactive decay. Omission of additional sources and/or sinks in earlier studies could lead to longer calculated residence times (Broenkow and Smethie, 1978). In addition, earlier studies focused on locations to the periphery of our study area, at the mouth of the San Lorenzo River (SB) and Elkhorn Slough (SA), which is where our shortest calculated residence times are 24 days at SB (in the spring) and 2 days at SA (in the fall). Thus our results overlap with the results from earlier studies, but suggest that longer residence times are more typical for NMB.
While not directly accounted for in the mass balance model, large volume fluxes of deep water into the bay would shorten apparent residence times. Comparing the spring residence times of the transects calculated from the mass balance model (Fig. 5), when deep water fluxes are the greatest (Fig. 7), it is apparent that shorter residence times in the SB, SS, and SA transects coincide greater deep water contributions. The longest spring residence time (the RDM transect) coincides with the least amount of deep-water influence. It is gratifying that these two calculations are consistent, as they were completed independently on the basis of separate data sets.

The influence of SGD on NMB is also regulated by the concentration of nutrients in groundwater and therein the SGD-associated nutrient flux. We use the average nutrient concentration at each site, which spanned salinities from 0.1 to 34.2, as the end-member nutrient concentrations for the nutrient flux calculation. Since radium data used as input for the SGD flux model were collected contemporaneously with samples that generated nutrient data, these data represent the same type of groundwater (a mix of meteoric groundwater and recirculated seawater) and mean values were used to represent the groundwater end-member.

Nutrient concentrations at each site span several orders of magnitude (Fig. 4), suggesting that end member concentrations of SGD are more important than SGD fluid flow rates (the latter being relatively constant) in influencing nutrient delivery. For example, the SGD volume flux at SS is the same in the fall and the spring (Fig. 5), whereas the NO3 flux (Fig. 6) is substantially lower in the spring (1 mol m\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\)) than in the fall (9 mol m\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\)). Substantially higher NO3 fluxes in the fall than in the spring are also seen in SB, RDM, and SS. SiO4 fluxes are more similar across sites, generally falling in the 0.5–2.4 mol m\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\) range, except for SA which is <0.2 mol m\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\) across both seasons. The differences in variability between NO3 fluxes (highly variable) and SiO4 fluxes (less variable) lie in the nature of the two nutrients, specifically their sources in groundwater and the processes that affect their concentration in the aquifer and SGD during transport.

To ascertain the processes that influence nutrient concentrations in the coastal aquifer, we compare NO3, SiO4, and PO4 concentrations to salinity for each season within the coastal aquifer (Fig. 8). Unlike NO3, SiO4 only has one source in the coastal aquifer: the dissolution of aquifer rock. Low salinity samples have high SiO4 concentrations, whereas high salinity samples have low SiO4 concentrations, with all other samples falling between the two end-members. This conservative mixing relationship shows how high SiO4 concentration groundwater is diluted by low concentration SiO4 water close to shore in the coastal aquifer (heavily seawater influenced). This can be seen especially well in the fall and spring in SB and RDM, and SS in the fall, where there are strong salinity gradients. This trend is not so clearly seen in SS spring and SA fall and spring, where all groundwater collected was saline and of a similarly low SiO4 concentrations.

Contrary to SiO4, NO3 and PO4 concentrations do not show evidence for conservative mixing. NO3 and PO4 have many sources in the coastal aquifer (landfill, septic systems, and agriculture). The proximity and connectivity of these sources to the coastal aquifer and the fact that
Fig. 8. Coastal aquifer NO$_3$ (left two columns), SiO$_4$ (middle two columns), and PO$_4$ (right two columns) vs. salinity (X-axis) for SB (top row), RDM (second row), SS (third row), and SA (bottom row) for the fall (left column of each pair) and the spring (right column of each pair). Units for nutrients are in μmol L$^{-1}$.
NO₃ and PO₄ can undergo chemical transformations in the coastal aquifer, make their concentrations more heterogeneous across seasons and sites (Kroeger and Charette, 2008; Sloom and Van Cappellen, 2004). Proximity to NO₃ sources (inland) within the coastal aquifer is shown by the high NO₃ concentrations paired with low salinity, which can be seen in SS in the fall and RDM in the spring. In the fall at SB, NO₃ concentrations within the coastal aquifer increase with salinity (closer to the ocean), whereas NO₃ concentrations in the fall at SB are the same across all salinities. PO₄ shows trends similar to those of NO₃ at all of the sites, including increasing concentration with increasing salinity at SB in the spring. These trends suggest that the NO₃ and PO₄ may be coming from the same source, perhaps lateral advection of high nutrient water parallel to shore. Other processes involving the nitrogen cycle that might affect NO₃ concentration (nitrogen-fixation, denitrification) would not affect the PO₄ concentration.

The high salinities observed at SS in the spring and SA in both seasons (Fig. 8) indicate a significant seawater influence and dilution. Unlike all other sites, SA has very low topography, which may contribute to a low hydraulic gradient in the adjacent aquifer and limited meteoric groundwater flow towards the ocean. In addition, there is seawater intrusion in this region as a result of groundwater overdraft, contributing to elevated groundwater salinities several kilometers inland from the coast (Hanson, 2003; Vengosh et al., 2002). SS in the spring similarly has only high-salinity/low-nutrient samples, whereas in the fall at that same site low-salinity/high-nutrient samples were collected. This observation suggests that the hydraulic gradient in the aquifer is important for moving low-salinity/high-nutrient meteoric groundwater to the near shore coastal aquifer, where it mixes with seawater before discharging to the ocean. Indeed, water levels can change on a seasonal time scale at locations in the aquifer near the coast (Hanson, 2003). The SiO₄ concentrations versus salinity plots for SS spring and SA, in both the spring and fall (Fig. 8), also show why NO₃, SiO₄, and PO₄ concentrations (Fig. 4), and therein-calculated fluxes (Fig. 6), are so low. Only high salinity (low concentration) samples were collected on these sampling trips (both seasons of SA and spring SS), indicating that high-salinity groundwater with low-nutrient concentrations dominates SGD.

Beyond calculating SGD and fluxes, and determining the controlling processes of SGD in Monterey Bay, we also compare SGD to other important nutrient sources in the bay, using a mixing model that incorporates three nutrient sources. Mixing model results show that SGD consistently contributes solutes and water across all transects during wet and dry seasons (Fig. 7). Its influence is the highest closest to shore (~20%), and diminishes with distance from shore, reaching a minimum 5–7 km offshore. This is consistent with SGD fluxes being largely decoupled from short-term (seasonal) cycles, and with the dependence of SGD on tidal pumping rather than freshwater gradients close to the aquifer-ocean interface.

Unlike SGD, patterns of nutrient delivery by deep water (sub-thermocline) and river water in NMB (Fig. 7) are more variable than those for SGD. During the spring, when upwelling is most intense, deep water shows a strong influence at all locations, particularly >5 km from shore. There are minima in the deep-water nutrient contributions at some locations farther from shore, likely due to complex circulation patterns. Major points of upwelling during the spring are not located within the bay itself, but are found to the north (Año Nuevo) and the south (Point Sur) (Rosenfeld et al., 1994; Ryan et al., 2009). A large portion of nutrient-rich deep water in Monterey Bay is advedted into Monterey Bay from these locations. This is consistent with previous reports that show patchiness of water associated with upwelling in NMB (Rosenfeld et al., 1994). SB and SA also show some influence (20%–70%) of deep water close to shore in the spring, perhaps because of site-specific physiographic conditions. The near shore terminus of SB is near the mouth of Monterey Bay and allows easy access for advected upwelling water from Año Nuevo to the near shore. Almost the entire SA transect overlies the Monterey Canyon, which allows for advection of deep water to the surface of Monterey Bay year round (Shea and Broenkow, 1982; Woodson et al., 2011).

In contrast to the spring, there is little deep water influence in the fall, consistent with there being little contribution from deep water to nutrient budgets along the SB, RDM, and SS transects during this time (Fig. 7). We calculate the strongest deep-water influence along the SA transect in the fall (Fig. 7), consistent with enhanced advection of deep water to the surface above Monterey Canyon. Temperature trends along the transects (Fig. 3b) are consistent with mixing model results, with colder spring temperatures (compared to the fall) being indicative of stronger upwelling (e.g., Graham and Largier, 1997).

Upwelling is a wind driven process most strongly associated with northerly winds. Daily average wind speed and direction at the M2 buoy (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_history.php?station=46042) at the mouth of Monterey Bay (Fig. 9) show northerly winds (favorable to upwelling) during and preceding the spring sampling, and a general relaxation of wind during and preceding the fall sampling, consistent with our interpretations.

Like deep water and unlike SGD, riverine influence is also highly seasonal in Monterey Bay. River water has little influence on NMB surface water (<10%) for most transects and sites (Fig. 4). Sampling occurred in 2012, which was a hydrologic dry period, with river and creek discharge below historical means. There is somewhat greater river influence near shore at the SB and RDM sites in the spring (Fig. 7), because of inflows from the San Lorenzo River (at SB) and Apts Creek (at RDM). The San Lorenzo River is the stream with the largest annual and peak discharges in the study area, and both the San Lorenzo River and Apts Creek discharged very close (within 100 m) to the sampling locations. In contrast, the SS and SA sites are >2 km from the nearest surface discharge sites. Salinity measured along the transects (Fig. 3b) is consistent with mixing model results. Where the mixing model shows the greatest riverine influence, spring SB and RDM in the near shore, ocean salinities are the lowest (30–31), indicating a strong riverine influence in these areas in the spring. Such a low salinity (riverine) signal is absent in the near shore area of these transects in the fall, when the mixing model likewise shows no river influence.

Fall is generally the driest part of the year in NMB, and this is consistent with minimal river influence along all of the transects. However, SA shows more riverine influence in the fall than in the spring in the mixing model, consistent with the mass balance model (503 ± 1 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹ in the fall and 56 ± 3 L m⁻¹ min⁻¹ in the spring). While river flows to most of NMB are seasonal, Elkhorn Slough (located near SA) is connected with the ocean via tidal flushing and effectively discharges all year because of harbor dredging. The irrigation-fed Salinas River discharges into the harbor as well, and may account for the presence of more river influence in the fall than in the spring (Black et al., 2009; Wankel et al., 2009), a finding unique to this transect.

Thus it is clear that both deep water and river water, and their associated nutrient contributions to NMB, are strongly seasonal (more influential in the spring than in the fall); unlike SGD, which is influential all year. The difference in the seasonality of deep water and river nutrient fluxes, compared to SGD fluxes, might have been expected, but this is one of the first studies to quantify these relations spatially and temporally across an open ocean setting like NMB.

There are significant limitations to the methods applied and constituents analyzed as part of this study. Nutrients were added to the mixing model along with radium, to better constrain the non-groundwater end-members. For example, SiO₄ concentrations were often highest in river water, making it a valuable tracer of river input. However there are potential errors associated with using biologically reactive constituents in a mixing model that does not include reactions. For example, biological uptake could reduce the concentration of NO₃ in the NMB surface water, resulting in the calculation of a smaller contribution from an end-member NO₃ source. We do not expect biological activity to affect the concentrations of nutrients in the end-members as much as in the surface waters of each NMB transect, because groundwater
5. Conclusions

and deep water are out of the photic zone where most biological activity occurs.

We implemented the mixing model in addition to the box model to portray relative contributions of SGD, river water, and deep water as nutrient sources to the surface water of NMB. The mixing model showed similar results when we used the mean (Fig. 7a) and median (SI Fig. 1) end-member concentrations, and the results are consistent with temperature, salinity and wind data (Figs. 3b and 9). The mixing model incorporates a unity constraint (Eq. (10)) to identify surface water advection, but this term is not otherwise constrained and will incorporate errors in calculations for the other terms. Mixing model results are most useful for considering relative magnitudes, temporal variations, and spatial patterns of input sources, rather than absolute values. The use of biologically reactive constituents is strengthened by simultaneous consideration of non-biologically-reactive radium, and comparison of results to measurements using conservative tracers such as salinity. The data and interpretations presented in this study are specific to the time period of sampling. Hydrologic conditions were relatively dry, greatly reducing the input from coastal streams to NMB. In some ways, this helped to clarify the results, but it could mean that results could be considerably different during more normal to wet conditions.

5. Conclusions

We applied mixing and box models to NMB, based on sampling and measurement of radium and nutrient concentrations, to assess the relative magnitudes of nutrient sources, and to quantify the magnitude of SGD fluxes and water residence times. We find that the influence of SGD in NMB is greatest ≤ 5 km from shore. In contrast, deep water is more important farther from shore. In addition, the apparent magnitude of SGD inflow is relatively consistent across seasons, whereas inputs from other near-shore sources (rivers) and upwelling are highly variable between the seasons. We find that SGD discharges consistently to NMB throughout the year, contributing similar SiO4 fluxes, but NO3 and PO4 fluxes vary both temporally and spatially. Nutrient fluxes are the lowest at sites (e.g. SA) where limited meteoric groundwater discharge (and seawater intrusion) may prevent the transport of high-nutrient groundwater from inland towards the coastal aquifer.
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Fig. 9. Daily mean wind speed (m s−1) for M2 buoy at the mouth of Monterey Bay. Shaded areas correspond to sampling periods. Northerly winds (from the north to the south) are more favorable for upwelling. Other wind directions or relaxed winds typically preclude upwelling.


